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LONDON: Stock markets rallied yesterday and the dollar slid
against the euro and pound as US election uncertainty reigned
ahead of a key Federal Reserve update. The knife-edge US presi-
dential race has tilted toward Joe Biden, with Democrat wins in
Michigan and Wisconsin bringing him close to a majority. But Pres-
ident Donald Trump claimed he was being cheated and has gone
to court to try and stop vote counting.

“Likely Republican control of the Senate should put paid to in-
creased corporate regulation and taxation while a new adminis-
tration in the White House may well dial down tensions with other
global superpowers on issues like trade,” noted AJ Bell investment
director Russ Mould.

“This certainly seemed to be the thinking in Asia overnight as
Japanese and Chinese equities staged substantial rallies.” Europe
picked up the baton by extending strong gains won Wednesday
that were seen also on Wall Street.

Hopes for a new economic rescue package out of Washington
provided support to equities, even though any spending bill will
not be as big as previously thought under a Democrat-run Con-
gress. Dealers were also keeping tabs on coronavirus develop-
ments with England going into lockdown for a second time, joining
France and other key European economies, though observers said
they had largely been priced into markets now.

Central bank focus 
The Bank of England yesterday unveiled an extra £150 billion

($195 billion) in cash stimulus as it forecast a deeper recession than
previously thought for the coronavirus-wracked UK economy.

The BoE said recovery would depend also on Britain striking a
post-Brexit trade deal with the European Union. The EU yesterday
warned that Europe’s economy would not return to pre-virus nor-

mality before 2023. The pound rose nearly one percent against the
dollar yesterday, also amid uncertainty over the election outcome
and a Federal Reserve rate decision, said Michael Hewson, chief
market analyst at CMC Markets UK.  “Given the current electoral
uncertainty it is quite likely that the Federal Reserve will reiterate
its determination to support the US economy over the course of
the next few months,” he noted.

The Fed was unlikely to offer much in the way of specifics at
the end of its two-day policy meeting, besides repeating its com-
mitment to keep the benchmark borrowing rate at zero for the
foreseeable future. But Fed Chair Jerome Powell could take the op-
portunity to signal a willingness to find new tools to help the econ-
omy, after the bank earlier this year pumped trillions of dollars of
liquidity into the financial system and cut the US lending rate.

With America’s knife-edge election yet to be called, and the
Covid-19 pandemic surging across the nation, analysts will be
watching the Federal Reserve for signs of whether it may step in
again to help the US economy survive the coronavirus downturn.

The Fed’s rate-setting Federal Open Market Committee
(FOMC) is unlikely to offer much in the way of specifics in its state-
ment at the end of its two-day policy meeting today besides re-
peating its commitment to keep the benchmark borrowing rate at
zero for the foreseeable future. But Fed Chair Jerome Powell could
take the opportunity at his press conference following the meeting
to signal a willingness to find new tools to help the economy, after
the bank earlier this year pumped trillions of dollars of liquidity
into the financial system and cut the lending rate.

The central bank chief has been increasingly vocal in his calls
for Washington to spend more to help support the recovery after
most provisions of a massive stimulus measure passed in March
expired. However Congress failed to reach an agreement on a new

spending bill before the election, and poll results thus far show
Biden with a better chance of winning the presidency than Trump,
while Republicans will likely keep control of the Senate and De-
mocrats the House.

“A split Congress will likely lead to a less-than-robust next
round of household and business welfare payments and that, too,
could weigh on the recovery,” economist Joel Naroff said.

Republican Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell, who won
reelection, said Wednesday he wants to quickly approve new leg-
islation in the “lame duck” session marking the final weeks of the
current Congress, but in the past he has favored only limited
spending programs. — AFP

World stocks rally, dollar slides 
awaiting clear US vote outcome

Election uncertainty turns focus on Fed

TAIPEI: A woman walks past a monitor showing the stocks’ index outside the
Taiwan Stocks Exchange in Taipei yesterday. —AFP

With PlayStation 5 
launch, Sony 
needs a high score
TOKYO: Sony launches its PlayStation 5 console next week
angling for a mega-hit, and with the Japanese firm increasingly
dependent on the lucrative gaming sector there is little room
for error.

The PlayStation 5 will enter a head-to-head battle with rival
Microsoft’s new Xbox, released two days earlier, with both hoping
to capture the market in the run-up to Christmas. But the show-
down has significantly higher stakes for Sony. Since the PS1
launched in 1994, gaming has become the biggest segment of
Sony’s business, generating the lion’s share of profit and about a
third of sales-more than electronics products or music. By com-
parison, gaming made up less than 10 percent of Microsoft’s sales
for the year ending in June 2020.

Sony sold twice as many PS4s as Microsoft did Xbox Ones,
and analysts say it has learned lessons from the disappointing roll-
out of the PS3. “We have seen in previous generations that at
launch there are two major factors that will impact a generation’s
success-the first to launch and the cheapest,” said Morris Garrard,
an analyst at Futuresource Consulting.

He cited the “relative failure” of the PS3, which went on sale a
year after the Xbox 360 and at a higher price. The PS5 is priced
at $500, like the Xbox Series X, while a version without a disk
reader costs $400.

That’s more than the $300 price tag for Microsoft’s less pow-
erful Xbox Series S, which also has no disk reader. Sony’s margin
on the consoles will be slim-possibly even loss-making-analysts
say, and the firm is counting on sales of games, services and online
subscriptions to turn a profit. — AFP

TOKYO: Sony Playstation console at a computer shop in Tokyo’s Akihabara
electronic shops district. Sony launches its PlayStation 5 console on Novem-
ber 12, 2020 angling for a mega-hit. — AFP

Nintendo net profit
rockets 243.6% in H1
TOKYO: Japanese gaming giant Nintendo said yesterday its
first-half net profit soared 243.6 percent on-year as it upgraded
its full-year sales and profit forecasts, with coronavirus lock-
downs driving extraordinary demand. The gaming industry has
been one of the few sectors to thrive during the pandemic, with
people forced to stay at home often turning to games for some
escapism and to pass time.

That has translated into soaring sales and demand, with Nintendo
saying its bottom line profit jumped to 213.1 billion yen ($2.0 billion)
for the six months to September. Sales climbed 73.3 percent to 769.5
billion yen, with demand for its popular Switch console showing no
sign of dying down as the device enters the crucial fourth year since
its launch. Nintendo’s new console sales have tended to peak in the
third year after release, and then taper off. With the holiday season
approaching, and a new wave of infections forcing governments in
Europe and elsewhere to reinstate lockdowns, Nintendo upgraded
its net profit forecast to 300 billion yen for the fiscal year to March
2021 from an earlier estimate of 200 billion yen.

Full-year sales now are projected at 1.4 trillion yen, compared
with 1.2 trillion yen forecast earlier. Nintendo is seeing “another
blow-out quarter,” said Amir Anvarzadeh, a strategist at Asymmetric
Advisors, calling the results “a major pandemic-led positive distor-
tion”. “We will have three Christmas quarters in one term,” he added,
because of the unusually high demand associated with the pandemic.
The brisk results come on the back of runaway success of the Switch
and Nintendo’s hit “Animal Crossing” game. — AFP


